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Precision systems medicine in urological Tumors – Molecular profiling and
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Background: Most precision cancer medicine efforts are based on the identification of
oncogenic driver mutations by genome sequencing. We believe and have emerging evidence that this will miss therapeutic opportunities and additional technologies, such as
cell-based functional testing should be included. Pioneering studies in leukemia indicate the value of ex-vivo drug testing to identify novel, clinically actionable therapeutic
opportunities1,2.
Methods: Using conditional re-programming technology, we established patientderived cells (PDCs) from castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC)3 and renal cell
cancer (RCC) in order to pilot precision systems medicine in solid tumours. The PDCs
were compared with primary tumour tissue by genomic profiling and then subjected to
drug sensitivity profiling with >306 approved and investigational oncology drugs.
Results: Here, we generated both benign and malignant PDCs from prostate tissue,
including six benign PDCs that were androgen receptor (AR)-negative, basal/transitamplifying phenotype, but could re-express AR in 3D-culture. The PDCs from a CRPC
patient displayed multiple CNAs, some of which were shared with the parental tumor3.
The cancer-selective drug profile for these PDCs showed sensitivity to taxanes, navitoclax, bexarotene, tretinoin, oxaliplatin and mepacrine3.
RCC displays extensive intra-tumour heterogeneity and clonal evolution. There is,
however, very little information on how much this impacts drug sensitivities.
Therefore, we generated several PDCs from each RCC patient across multiple tumour
regions. We verified their clonal relationship with the uncultured tumour tissue by
NGS and performed drug sensitivity profiling. The PDCs retained CNAs and driver
mutations in e.g. VHL, PBRM1, PIK3C2A, KMD5C, TSC2 genes present in the original
tumour tissue. Drug testing with 461 oncology drugs identified shared vulnerability
among the multiple PDCs to pazopanib and temsirolimus that inhibit well-established
renal cancer pathways VEGFR/PDGFR/FGFR and mTOR. Importantly, however, the
individual PDC from different regions in one patient also showed distinct drug
response profiles, confirming that genomic heterogeneity leads to variability in drug
responses4.
Conclusions: Our aim is to generate molecular profiles and drug testing data using representative PDCs from each patient to help clinicians in treatment decision and to facilitate the early selection of the best drug candidates for clinical development. We believe
this approach will help to personalize treatment, prioritize drugs for clinical testing,
provide for intelligent selection of drug combinations and improve treatment
outcomes.
Legal entity responsible for the study: University of Helsinki
Funding: EU-FP7-Systems Microscopy Network of Excellence, Sigrid Juselius
Foundation, Cancer Society of Finland, Academy of Finland, the Magnus Ehrnrooth
Foundation, TEKES FiDiPro Fellow Grant and Knut and Alice Wallenberg
Foundation.
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Interrogating functional dependencies between genomic alterations can
facilitate precision medicine approaches in cancer
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Background: The success of molecular profiling as a clinical routine for cancer treatment depends on the ability to match specific genetic abnormalities to drug response.
Large-scale cancer genome profiles provided evidence of non-random patterns of
occurrence between specific oncogenic alterations, suggesting the existence of a broad
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network of functional dependencies between alterations that has largely unexplored
biological and clinical impacts.
Methods: While these evolutionary dependencies cannot be directly monitored during
tumour development, they can be inferred from the set of selected molecular changes
observed at diagnosis. Indeed, functionally redundant and antagonistic events are likely
to be selected exclusively of each other, whereas synergistic modifications are frequently
co-selected and observed together in the same tumour. We recently proposed SELECT,
an algorithmic approach to systematically identify evolutionary dependencies from
alteration patterns. Our approach accounts for tumour type and subtype heterogeneity,
preserve the prevalence of specific mutational processes, and disentangle transitive and
direct dependencies among selected events.
Results: By analysing 6,456 genomes from 25 tumour types from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA), we constructed an extensive map of dependencies among 505 selected
events. Remarkably, we found these oncogenic dependencies to associate with cellular
pathways and transcriptional readouts and to provide insights into therapeutic
response. Overall, our results indicate that specific co-occurring alterations significantly modify the response of cancer cell lines to drugs. For instance, we found that
double-mutant cell lines harbouring alterations in both RNF43 and ARID1A are more
sensitive to VX-680 Aurora Kinase inhibitor than single mutants, regardless of tumour
lineage.
Conclusions: Considering the effect of dependencies between alterations will facilitate
precision medicine approaches by anticipating drug resistance, proposing unexpected
alternative strategies and predicting cancer progression. Our results demonstrate the
importance of evolutionary dependencies for the design of personalized treatment.
This type of study will be particularly powerful in the future by leveraging molecular
data that are currently routinely generated in the clinic.
Legal entity responsible for the study: NA
Funding: Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF, grant 310030_169519).
G. Ciriello is also supported by the Gabriella Giorgi-Cavaglieri Foundation.
Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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Genome-wide identification of actionable copy number alterations from
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Background: Alterations of clinical interest, (“actionable”) include Copy Number
Alterations (CNA), but most sequencing panels and bioinformatic pipelines are optimised for detection of Single Nucleotide Variants, not informative for CNA-driven
tumours. Furthermore, identifying CNA boundaries becomes clinically relevant when
genes with opposing effects on drug sensitivity are involved on single CNAs. With
hybridization-based enrichment methods, a sizeable fraction of reads align off-target.
Our Excavator2 algorithm exploits off-target reads to call CNAs and outperforms
standard, on-target read-based CNA-calling algorithms on Whole Exome Sequencing
(NAR 2016 Nov 16;44(20):e154). We tested whether Excavator2 calls genome-wide
CNAs using sequencing data from small, hybridization-based targeted enrichment
panels.
Methods: We compared CNA callers (EXCAVATOR2, CopywriteR and CNVkit) on
simulated cancer genomes containing CNAs of varying size (100-5000 kb), on-target
and off-target (both ¼ class1, on-target only¼ class 2 in Fig. 1) with different tumour
cellularity (10-90%), generated with Xome-Blender (Semeraro et al., Submitted).We
then compared genome-wide CNA calls from targeted sequencing using the Agilent
ClearSeq cancer panel (coding sequences of 46 genes) vs high-density SNP-array on 5
HER2-amplified breast cancer samples. Finally, we called CNAs involving 58 genes
identified as actionable from literature search in a separate set of 7 lung tumours,
ClearSeq-sequenced.
Results: Precision/recall for Excavator2 was superior across the whole range of simulations (Fig. 1). Excavator2 and CopywriteR both showed comparable resolution with
SNP array for on-target (True Positive Rate (TPR)¼0.75 and 0.66 and False Positive
Rate (FPR)¼0 and 0.09 respectively) and, more interestingly, on off-target genes
genome-wide (TPR¼0.9 and 0.9 and FPR¼0.21 and 0.1 respectively). As expected, precision/recall increased with higher tumour cellularity and CNA size for both algorithms
(Fig. 2, with representative sample). On lung tumours, Excavator2 identified multiple
actionable alterations on both on-target and off-target genes (Fig. 3).
Conclusions: Excavator2 calls actionable CNAs, otherwise unidentifiable with targeted
sequencing panels, with comparable resolution to gold standard, significantly enlarging
analytical capabilities and clinical usefulness of routine clinical sequencing. Additional
validation with other sequencing panels is ongoing.
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Precision Trial Designer: A computational tool to assist in the design of
genomics-driven trials in oncology
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Background: Trials accruing based on genetic biomarkers are powerful ways to test efficacy of targeted drugs, but are often complicated by the rarity of the biomarker-positive
population. “Umbrella” trials circumvent this issue by testing multiple hypotheses to
maximize accrual. However, bigger trials have higher chances of conflicting treatment
allocations due to coexistence of multiple actionable alterations; allocation strategies
greatly affect sample size and should be carefully planned based on relative mutation
frequencies, leveraging information from large sequencing projects.
Methods: We developed Precision Trial Designer (PTD) which simulates genomicallydefined cohorts by iteratively sampling mutation data from databases like TCGA,
maintaining patient-level associations. PTD estimates useful parameters like probability of mutation co-occurrence and size of required sequencing panel. Based on these,
PTD estimates the number needed to molecularly screen (NNMS) in trials with timeto-event (e.g. survival) or proportion (e.g. response rate) endpoints (Fig. 1).
Importantly, it identifies the allocation rule that maximizes patient accrual based on
mutation frequency (systematically assign patients with conflicting allocations to the
drug associated with the rarer mutation, Fig. 2). We show its potential in a simulated
10-arm (inhibitors of PARP, NOTCH, MET, HER2, FGFR, EGFR, BRAF, ALK, AKT,
immune checkpoints) imaginary trial on multiple cancers, based on genetic alterations
suggested by the past Molecular Analyses for Personalised Therapy (MAP) conference.
We then validated PTD predictions versus real data from the SHIVA trial (Lancet
Oncol. 2015 Oct;16(13):1324-34).
Results: In MAP, PTD predicted 1 actionable alteration in 65.4% patients with 20.1%
conflicts. We demonstrate that the “optimal” allocation algorithm reduces NNMS by
up to 71.8% (3.5x) compared to non-optimal designs.
In SHIVA, 1 actionable alteration was predicted in 33.51% cases (95%CI 29.4-37.6)
vs 32.92% observed (95%CI 28.2-37.6, Fig. 3). Point mutations were correctly predicted (18.9%, 15.7-22.1 simulated vs 15.3%, 11.8-18.7 real), whereas PTD slightly
overestimated copy number alterations (36.3%, 31.6-41 simulated vs 25.6%, 21.4-29.7
real), compatible with assay differences. Allocation to specific treatment groups (RAS/
MEK, PI3K/MTOR or both) was correctly predicted.
Conclusions: PTD predicts combinatorial mutation frequencies and allocation fractions with good approximation even in complex multi-arm trials and overcomes pressing issues in designing precision trials
Legal entity responsible for the study: IEO
Funding: AIRC-15988, ANR-10-EQPX-03
Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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